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Download File Name – Hum Se Hai Muqabla: Music is very
important part of our life. When we are driving we watch
songs, when we are cooking we listen to songs, and when
we are sleeping we also listen to songs. Songs have
brought lot of change in our life. Today, we will discuss
which are best songs from the golden age of Hindi music.
We have divided this article according to different genre.
Therefore, the visitors will have an easy task to find any
kind of songs from their genre. The songs have been
divided in Hindi movies, Hindi music, Hindi songs of your
generation, Indian film songs, romantic Hindi songs, latest
Hindi songs and other categories. Jodha Akbar Songs:
Jodha Akbar was an epic love story written by Chaupal of
Rajputana. It was written in 1588. In the movie, the songs
are mainly set in Rajputana and Punjab. Jai Ho: Jai Ho was
an enchanting modern era Hindi movie with music by
Deep. The songs reflect the emotions, the feelings and the
sentiments of the entire generation. Jai Ho with music
written by Himesh Reshammiya is one of the most popular
songs for our generation and remains one of the biggest
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hits ever. Jai Ho is the very first super-hit Hindi song for
Himesh Reshammiya after he finished college. This song
made his parents proud, especially his parents, who were
very unhappy and elated after his success as a musician.
Laila Majnu: Laila Majnu is an early Rajput film written
and directed by Raja Rampal. Songs by classical
composers like Madan Mohan, C. Ramchandra, G.
Aswathama, S. Subbulakshmi, Pandit . Hum Tum Hain
(1989): In this song, you will feel the emotions of how
Firoz wanted to marry Laila. No song conveys the story in
such an effective manner. The song is one of the most epic
ever. This song gave us a chance to watch different
emotions in an innovative way with the album video. Hum
Dil (a.k.a. Singham the song): Singham is a remake of the
song from the 1994 Hollywood movie Hum Dil De Chuke
Sanam. Kya Dekhain Kab Tak? This song by Jaidev is one
of the
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